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1. The ‘Heylbroeck’ recordings





The 
‘Heylbroeck’ 
recordings

• Three surviving 78RPM sides, possibly part of a 
series of 5-10 records

• Recording date unclear (but presumably 1913), 
issued & published 1918-20.

• Comprehensive information about conditions and 
used equipment

• Parts of at least eight ‘special’ +/- 3 minute 
arrangements of mostly lyrical or ‘evocative’ pieces, 
played in a near-theatrical way



Particularities
-repertoire (very) different to ‘mainstream’ brass repertoire

-playing methods: good basic technique and ‘straight’ playing 
(hunting calls) is altered in function of expression

-random ‘feel’, however carefully ‘staged’



Why

This seemingly ‘easy-going’, sugar-coated repertoire?

This evocative, ‘scenic’ playing style?

This ultra-conservative attitude towards repertoire and equipment?



2. The ‘universe’ of the Ghent horn School



The Ghent horn playing ‘tradition’

• Established 1835 (M.J. Mengal); flourishing in Belle 
Époque (J. Deprez, C. Heylbroeck); continued in 20th 
century (M. Van Bocxstaele, R. Boone). Aspects still 
present in the current Ghent/Brussels training lines.

• supported by political system, abetted by local and 
international artistic currents

• Highly influential players & teachers and a 
worldwide diaspora: Van Bocxstaele, Meert, 
Heylbroeck, Dufrasne…

• Over 50 high-quality repertoire romantic-style 
repertoire pieces

• Particular ‘lyrical’ horn playing style, teaching 
methods, instruments  & technique



Ghent Horn school ‘Time Capsule’
-instruments
-documents
-repertoire
-anecdotes
-…recording(s)



1870-1900: flourishing of music 
education ‘for the masses’

Jan Verhas: ‘The Procession of the Schools of Brussels’, 1878

• Practice based, tradition powered
• Music education expands to all layers of the population
(Ghent Conservatory: number of students x 3 from 1870 to 1880, girls represent near 50% of 
students in music in 1880)
• ‘Lower’ social classes dominate school population



The horn studio as social upliftment
Parent professions of Ghent horn students, 1870-1940
From

 Billiet (2021) pp



Instrumental Tuition system, 1870 - 1930

-’peer teaching’: enhances uniformity and particularity
-+/- 5 years training, professional graduates at 15-20 years old 
-process-based training system with highly competent, well-
selected teachers
-active recruitment/selection of players in lower social classes 

-based on natural horn training, anti-virtuoso 
-technical approach in the lower divisions, artisticity added upon 
fulfillment
-teaching materials vocal based: recognizable for the ‘lower class 
public’



Instrument Use



Instrumental Use



The ‘Academic’ influence: 
the ‘pittoresque-instructive museum’



Soft, Slow, Solemn, Scenic, Sentimental

‘libre et poétique’

d’une façon très artistique

avec un sentiment rêveur



3. Reconstructing the Heylbroeck recordings





- early 20th century recordings are (also) a witness of educational practices

- artistic choices mainly in function of expression, possibly exagerted 
expressivity for recording purposes

-arrangements custom-made and well-selected

-impossible to mimic entirely,

Conclusions: 



“Le cor est un instrument essentiellement poétique”
F.A. Gevaert 1885


